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Tabuh rah (set two cocks in a fight) be hindu people holy ritual the execution is carried out by war satha, where two chickens fight until one of them take outside blood and the blood down to the ground (bation). Tajen be cock fight activities (chicken fight) but doesn't contain religious element. Aim from this watchfulness (1) explains ritual meaning tabuh rah and gamble tajen, (2) analyze activity execution process tabuh rah and gamble tajen exist in village Restu Rahayu, district Raman Utara Lampung Timur.

This watchfulness is carried out with approach qualitative. Method gathers data is done with interview technique, observation, and documentation. Data analysis is done by data rediction, data presentation, and conclusion withdrawal. Informant is determined according to purposive and interviewed as much as eight person (three person as pemang customs and five person as gambler tajen) that village Restu Rahayu.

This watchfulness result shows that although tabuh rah and tajen has execution manner same, but actually tabuh rah and tajen be two activities differ. Tabuh rah for blessing village society rahayu looked at as ritual gift segehan to bhuta kala so that doesn't disturb human life, while tajen more to gambling and be that deed. Gamble tajen result ritual tabuh rah that misappropriated. So that tabuh rah not again misappropriated to be gamble tajen, so at blessing village rahayu tabuh rah not again use chicken, but replaced with egg or coconut.
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